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FENG SHUI Profiling:

Earth, Earth, Earth

2.5.2

Earth, earth, earth: This energy cycle is one of domination. Earth controls all other elements.
In order of have a harmonious life, one should introduce the element of wood, as well as the
element of fire to nourish this powerful energy.

Birth Energy:
Control Energy:
Destination Energy:

Valley
Earth-Pivot
Valley

(earth, yin)
(earth, yin/yang)
(earth, yin)

The Energy of the Valley: General Profile
TALKING ABOUT LOVE...
In Chinese culture, the energy of the valley symbolizes the mother, the nourishing earth, the one
who looks after everyone wellbeing. Like fertile earth, natives of the valley are productive. They
are generally honest and loving, ready to embrace the whole universe. In fact, this energy carries
within itself the roots of its own failure.
This energy is extremely powerful, but is often embodied in a character too fragile to control this
power. And this can be the reason of many blockages. When it comes to energy, not all people
are equal and in particular when it is with the energy of the valley. It can provoke a huge sense
of insecurity and it takes a spirit made of steel to stay serene while controlling this power that
pushes the native to take care of everybody relentlessly. Not everyone has that strength...
To balance this insecurity, natives of the valley instinctively look for a tutor. They hate being alone,
and their success will depend on that tutor.
Loyal and faithful by nature, they are reliable companions, capable of devotion and patience, and
need time to develop their careers and emotional lives. The construction of their evolution must
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take place step by step. When devoted to someone they admire, they will go beyond their own
limits. However, they will need to be re-assured all the way or could lose their landmarks. Then
there will be no more loyalty or faithfulness, and will look for safety somewhere else. In a hostile
environment, all they want is to flee.
But some of them can show a overwhelming ambition. Those will want to take control of
everything and everybody, and manage everything by themselves. This mistake will often
provoke their failure.
A step by step evolution, slowly and progressively, correspond to their birth energy and is the
best way to reach their goals.

Best emotional relations: With natives of the sky, of the mist and of the mountain
Best professional relations: With natives of the thunder and of the sun.
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Fast
Modest
Far-sighted
Solid
Meticulous
Serious
Stubborn
_________________________________________
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Modus Operande: Individual profile

It is the same energy as Louis XIV, Fidel Castro, CecilB. de Mille, Alfred Hitchcock,
Charles Boyer and Claudia Schiffer…
This native of the energy of the valley is very stubborn. He is a relentless worker and is building
his career on solid foundations.
He can keep his (very real) emotions under control when needed. Don't believe in his heartless
appearance, in fact, he is very dependent on others.
He is well aware of his weakness of always wanting to take care of others, but he knows that he
cannot take care of the entire world.
Sometimes, he get stuck in an authoritarian attitude, but it is just a way of protecting himself.
This great planner pays attention to details and takes time to reach his goals. Hi makes it in a
slow step by step manner.
He is proud and hate asking for help. When it comes to love, he claims looking for the twin soul,
but physical appearance is also a priority.

_________________________________________
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2012 to 2013: What's behind
2012:When the energy of the Valley meets the energy of the Moon
This is a time where he needed to be patient, formulating his projects, studying, and designing
his future without putting it into action. This native of the valley did appreciate this pause. He
knew that in this apparent immobility, time was working for him.

2013:When the energy of the Valley meets its own energy
No more isolation! This native of the valley had to come out of his cocoon, All relationships with
others were on the agenda: both associations and separations. It was an ideal time to put some
order in his life and put the past behind.

2014, 2015 and 2016: What's ahead

2014:When the energy of the Valley meets the energy of the Sun
New opportunities, new experiences, new beginnings. It is an ideal time for our native to initiate
new projects and take some risks. Everything is moving... And it works for him but with some
discomfort, as this renewed activity is disrupting his universe.

2015:When the energy of the Valley meets the energy of the Wind
During that year, our native can feel the abundant energy of the wind blowing on his face.
Solicited from all directions, financially supported, this period of movement and expansion will
be very stressful and exhausting, with a sense of insecurity. He will need to be re-assured
and to plan his moves calmly.

2016:When the energy of the Valley meets the energy of the Earth-Pivot
If the preceding year was tiring... wait for this one!! No down time! Facing the energy of earthpivot, he will be invested in more authority than usually. It is a moment of serious assessment,
the year of all dangers and successes. A perfect test for his balance. Nothing can be left to
random solutions. If he can stay structured, his future will look good!
_________________________________________
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